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A. Theoretical Perspective 

1. Critique the author’s conceptual framework.  

Li’s study follows the logic that greater understanding of an emerging issue allows easier, 

earlier adoption of preventative measures. Beginning with educators’ then-current understanding 

of bullying – emphasizing its current severity, scope, and relationship to escalating forms of 

aggression, such as school shootings – Li cautions that the potentials of embracing educational 

technology may include the online migration of bullying as a negative side effect. By 

acknowledging the potential and ramifications of technology alongside the extant research on 

bullying, Li effectively introduces her study as beginning the critical work of understanding 

cyberbullying as the new frontier of an existing social problem in order to ameliorate it. 
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2. Comment on the need for this study and its importance.  

The purpose of this study is to broaden researchers’ understanding of cyberbullying as a 

phenomenon, extricating it from the more well understood, separate phenomenon of offline 

bullying. Given the publication date of this article, the study seems appropriate and necessary for 

the emergence of social media as a new, popular landscape, particularly among adolescents. By 

emphasizing the severity of offline bullying as an ongoing issue in schools, Li positions her 

study as a critical opportunity to proactively understand cyberbullying before it becomes a 

similarly serious and extensive problem. Further, Li makes the important point that such research 

can inform preventative measures, thereby hopefully limiting the misuse of classroom 

technologies that otherwise offer significant affordances. 
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3. How effectively does the author tie the study to relevant theory and prior research?  

Considering the phenomenon’s newness, Li provides an extensive review of relevant 

literature and a clear definition of cyberbullying. She also clearly situates her study within the 

broad scope of research on the role of gender in bullying writ large, clearly identifying the 

paucity of research at the intersection of cyberbullying research and gendered bullying research. 

However, in view of the explicitly stated research foci and conceptual framework, Li’s review of 

the literature falls short: there is no theoretical grounding of gendered perceptions of school 

climate (her stated secondary focus) in either framework or review, and Li does not sufficiently 

review the “substantial research studies” (p. 2) supporting the greater inclusion of technology in 

schools, despite multiple mentions of the need to support this inclusion.  
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4. Evaluate the clarity and appropriateness of the research questions or hypotheses. 

Li clearly states her intended research foci and guiding questions: she intends to explore 

gender differences in cyberbullying, and she is interested in coloring this primary focus with an 

additional consideration of gendered perceptions of school climate. With respect to the primary 

focus, Li has established a cogent framework outlining the need for her study with appropriate 

theoretical grounding. In short, the primary focus is fully expected, given the paper up to this 

point. By comparison, Li’s secondary focus seems out-of-place within the scope of her study: it 

is not included in her introduction, her justification of the study’s importance, or in her literature 

review.  
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B. Research Design and Analysis 

1. Critique the appropriateness and adequacy of the study’s design in relation to the 

research questions or hypotheses.  

This is a causal-comparative study examining the differences in adolescents’ experiences 

with cyberbullying. The study uses a single instrument (survey) to accomplish this, with gender 

serving to identify comparison groups. Given the research foci, scope, and nature of this study, 

causal comparative is appropriate. Li has acknowledged the need to more fully understand 

cyberbullying as a phenomenon before conducting more precise, experimentally inclined studies. 

She is also clear that her primary goal is to explore the differences of variables between groups, 

which makes her design choice a clear fit. Additionally, the potential ethical issues of conducting 

a more experimental study to examine cause and effect of cyberbullying might eliminate that 

design as a best fit in any scenario. 
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2. Critique the adequacy of the study’s sampling methods and their implications for 

generalizability. 

Li randomly selected participants (n = 264) from three urban middle schools (grades 7-9) 

in Canada. It is unknown how the schools themselves were selected. The total scope of 

participants is also unclear; that is, Li does not report differences in the sample of students 

selected and the sample of students who “completed the questionnaire” (p.6), creating a sense of 

sample ambiguity. Because of this ambiguity and the surrounding reporting deficiencies, the 

overall adequacy of Li’s sampling methods is similarly unclear. Further, such ambiguity raises 

concerns for generalizability, as it obfuscates readers’ ability to account for potential sample 
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endogeneity (i.e., characteristics of the sample that relate to cyberbullying), and potential biases 

associated with the relationship of middle schoolers and cyberbullying. 
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3. Critique the adequacy of the study’s procedures and materials.  

This study used a single, anonymous survey (adapted from previous research) to assess 

students through self-reported demographic and academic achievement data and students’ 

perceptions of cyberbullying. Although Li reports 26 questions within the survey, the copy 

included in Appendix I contains only 21 items; thus, it is unclear whether data has been 

excluded, which limits confidence in the study’s procedures and materials. Confidence is further 

limited by the lack of general procedural information: Li does not report by whom the survey 

was administered and how, or if respondents were given standard definitions for cyberbullying 

versus bullying. She also provides no information about the consent process or the data 

collection process. 
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4. Critique the appropriateness and quality of the measures used.  

Because groups are pre-existing in a causal-comparative study, internal validity can be a 

concern without appropriate control techniques, such as comparing homogenous subgroups 

(Brewer & Kuhn, 2010). Although Li collected sufficient demographic data to create such 

subgroups and control for covariates such as grade level, ethnicity, and academic achievement, 

there is no evidence that such measures were taken. Although validity is a general concern of 

self-report data, Li’s implementation is appropriate, given that she wants to understand students’ 

experiences. The reliability of her instrument, however, is of greater concern: while Li offered 
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clear, distinct definitions of cyberbullying and bullying as separate phenomena in this article, it is 

unclear whether such a distinction was made to survey respondents. Additionally, the reliability 

of students’ perceptions of their grades on Li’s scale is questionable, as even clear distinctions 

between those categories might still leave student self-reports vulnerable to social desirability 

bias if the survey were administered in class surrounded by peers (or in front of Li herself).  
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5. Critique the adequacy of the study’s data analyses.   

 Li used descriptive and inferential statistics to analyze survey data. With respect to the 

latter, Li specifically used chi-square tests to explore gender differences among her sample. 

Because Li is measuring frequencies and is analyzing differences between categorical variables 

(gender, cyberbullying experiences), chi-square is appropriate for this study’s research questions 

and causal-comparative design. Of concern, however, is the lack of information on whether the 

statistical assumptions of a chi-square analysis have been met, which limits confidence in the 

output. Nonetheless, Li’s chosen analyses are a good fit for her research foci, and are clearly 

presented in the text. 
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C. Interpretation and Implications of Results 

1. Critique the author’s discussion of the methodological and/or conceptual limitations of 

the results.  

 Li’s discussion of study limitations is scant. For one, she only specifies region (urban) 

and age (junior high) as limitations; for another, she is superficial in her discussion of these 

limitations. For example, in her discussion of limitations associated with age, she might have 
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accounted for some differences by establishing homogenous subgroups among her sample, 

which pulled from 7th-9th grade classes. This reporting deficiency, in conjunction with a lack of 

common control methods in causal-comparative studies (e.g., homogenous subgrouping, 

matching) limits confidence in the results and in the study’s potential contribution to the 

literature. Further, Li fails to address seemingly obvious limitations such as those associated with 

self-report data and in using a single instrument (survey).    
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2.  How consistent and comprehensive are the author’s conclusions with the reported 

results?  

  Li presents two main conclusions: 1) cyberbullying is an emergent problem in schools, 

2) there is a significant association between gender and cyberbullying. Li’s first conclusion is 

supported by her data: approximately half of students surveyed reported having been bullied, and 

25% had been cyberbullied. Considering the temporal context of the study, a quarter of students 

being cyberbullied pre-smartphone can reasonably be considered cause for concern. Her second 

conclusion is generally consistent with the data, but may be overstating in some areas. While her 

results do support gender differences in the proportion of students reported having bullied or 

cyberbullied others, gender differences were not significantly associated with frequencies of 

cyberbullying or cyberbullying victimization, and no significant gender difference was found in 

likelihood of victimization. Further, while female victims reported a higher frequency of 

informing adults than males, no gender differences were found between students who observed 

bullying, or in students’ beliefs regarding adult preventative efforts.   
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3.  How well did the author relate the results to the study’s theoretical base? 

  This study’s results are largely consistent with its theoretical framework. Recalling Li’s 

stated research foci and three guiding questions, each was clearly addressed in her results (i.e., 

she specifically addressed differences in gendered experiences of cyberbullying, gender 

differences in student beliefs about adult responses to cyberbullying, and gender differences in 

cyberbullying reporting behavior). The results’ direct relationship to her secondary research 

focus (school climate) is not as well established, but given how ill-developed that focus was 

within the scope of this study, is not unexpectedly scant. Of greater concern are the unfollowed 

threads in the conceptual framework and in Li’s discussion and conclusion. Despite establishing 

her study with the stated aim of alleviating negative aspects of technology in schools, Li does not 

revisit this concept. Further, Li engages in somewhat scattershot conjecture as to the motivations 

behind and solutions for cyberbullying behaviors, which seem outside the scope of this study. 

For example, Li draws the conclusion that raising student awareness of cyberbullying issues and 

strategies to combat cyberbullying will mitigate gender differences in reporting likelihood; 

although a survey item did inquire as to students’ awareness of such strategies, this study does 

not report data analysis related to this item.  
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4.  In your view, what is the significance of the study, and what are its primary implications 

for theory, future research, and practice?  

  The author makes passing references to needed future research through her discussion. 

She specifically mentions the need to study factors contributing to the high rate of reported bully 

and cyberbully victimization, such as the role of urban environments and socioeconomic status. 

She also mentions the need to replicate this study in other age groups. In my view, however, the 
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significance of these results lies more in its contribution to our understanding of gender and new 

types of bullying, with the potential for combatting persistent myths surrounding gendered 

bullying perceptions (e.g., that women and girls are more likely to engage in cyberbullying 

behaviors than men and boys, which this study suggests is untrue). Particularly within the scope 

of cyberbullying versus offline bullying, the suggestion that urban environment and 

socioeconomic status may play a significant role seems less likely when considering the greater 

reach and anonymity of cyberspace. Finally, Li’s failure to adequately address important 

limitations and covariates (e.g., self-report data, demographic differences) limits the 

generalizability of this study more than its focus on a specific age range. Nonetheless, this study 

provides important groundwork for a deeper understanding of a new frontier of bullying 

behaviors and research, which can contribute to a heightened awareness of the current 

environment in practice.  
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